AKVIS DECORATOR 6.0: YOU'VE NEVER SEEN YOUR PHOTOS LIKE THIS!
February 12, 2018 — AKVIS announces the major update of AKVIS Decorator, the smart
resurfacing and recoloring tool. Version 6.0 offers new tools, the selection saving feature,
full compatibility with Photoshop CC 2018, a number of interface improvements, etc. Also,
it is now possible to apply different textures to the same image.
AKVIS Decorator allows one to alter the surface of any objects such as clothes, furniture,
buildings, cars, walls, etc. The built-in library offers more than 1800 textures to suit most
needs. Making the new pattern look absolutely natural, the intelligent resurfacing technique
is perfectly suitable for any kind of design-related projects: from professional interior design
concepts and architecture visualizations to web graphics and fashion illustrations. AKVIS
Decorator is a great tool for both professionals and amateurs!
Version 6.0 provides new user-friendly tools: Quick Selection, Rectangular Selection,
Elliptical Selection, Lasso, Polygonal Lasso, and History Brush.
Now it is possible to apply different textures to the same image without having to save the
intermediate result.
Also, the new version offers the selection saving feature, provides full compatibility with
Photoshop CC 2018, includes various interface improvements, support for RAW files, and
other changes.
Download AKVIS Decorator 6.0! For a free trial, AKVIS offers 10 days of fully functional use.
The product is available as a standalone program and as a plugin filter for AliveColors,
Adobe Photoshop and other image editors. The software runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8,
8.1, 10; Mac OS X 10.7-10.11 and macOS 10.12-10.13.
AKVIS Decorator, Home license, sells for $54. AKVIS subscribers can buy the product at
a special reduced price, 10% Off. One license key allows activating and using the software
on two computers. For more information about the software visit akvis.com.
The update is free for users who bought Decorator in the last 12 months. Users, whose
license is older and is not valid for the new version, can get Decorator 6.0 for only $14.95.
AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of video & image processing software. Since
the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products: standalone
applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac.
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